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Systems Biology of the adaptation to stress of the Yeast S. Cerevisiae 
 
We are interested in understanding how simple organisms, such as yeast cells, detect and adapt to changes 
of their environment. We combine molecular biology, microfluidics and microscopy to observe living cells 
while they respond to controlled, periodic fluctuations of their chemical environment. We are now able to 
follow single cells over several divisions while changing their environment at will. We are presently looking 
for a student who wants to study signaling dynamics and transcriptional adaptation mechanism in fluctuating 
environment. Among several possible projects, we propose to start by focusing on the cell cycle regulation in 
presence of an external (osmotic) stress and on the physical limits of gene expression of yeast cells in 
severe stress conditions.  
  

  
 
1 – How is the cell cycle regulated by periodic osmotic stress in yeast cells? Osmotic stresses are known to 
trigger the cell cycle arrest in G1 or G2 phases, after the activation of the HOG cascade, a very well known 
MAPK cascade in yeast. The dynamics of this cell cycle arrest have not yet been studied, although it is likely 
that arrest and recovery of the cell cycle progression should be done with a correct timing. Here we propose 
to subject yeast cells to periodic osmotic stress using micro fluidics and to monitor cell divisions through 
several generation over a range of period and stress intensity. We will reconstruct the lineage of cells and 
observe the effect of genetics modifications of the HOG cascade (mutation, controlled expression through 
inducible promoters) on the cell cycle arrest duration. This will give us a measurement of the cut off 
frequency of the different molecular actions that are used by cells to arrest the cell cycle. 
 
2 – How do yeast cells adapt to very high osmotic stress. Yeast cells are known to be able to survive to 
osmotic stress, by activating the HOG cascade and a large set of genes. However, recent work in our lab 
show that both this signaling cascade dynamics and transcriptional adaptation of key genes are slowed down 
for too intense osmotic shock. It can be delayed by several hours. During that time, not much is known on 
what the cell does. The goal of this project is to study the transcription dynamics of several key genes by 
fluorescence microscopy, when they are subject to both a strong hyper osmotic shock and a secondary 
stress (Calcium, Oxidation, Glucose repression, UV…). The differential dynamics of the transcriptional 
responses to this secondary stress will set the basis to elucidate how cells can adapt and survive to very 
strong stresses and what are the physical constraints that are placed on these processes.  
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Figure: This two-layer microfluidic device can be used to 
grow yeast cells as a monolayer for very long time. It 
allows to segment and track yeast cells and to access to 
single cell gene expression. This allows to perform single 
cell quantitative analysis and models of gene expression.  


